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1HE PRAGMATIC VALUE OF PRAGMATIC VALUES 

RONWILBURN 

l. INTRODUCI10N 

In this paper I argue that Rorty's pragmatism fails to be a freestand
ing doctrine. Rorty's pragmatism is only tenable, I maintain, if it is of
fered against the background presumption of a substantive and unquali
fied realism. Our theories must be responsible to the world, in effect, in 
a manner typically affirmed by correspondence theories of truth. 
Hence, I argue against the adequacy of Rorty's pragmatism by arguing for 
the necessity of corresponJence truth (heretofore, "CT"). And, m ore 
specifically, I argue against the adequacy of Rorty's pragmatism by argu
ing that the presumption of CT is a precondition for our possessing a 
coherent understanding of our own epistemic practices. By "epistemic 
practices" I here mean those practices through which we engage in epis
temic valuation, judging sorne epistemic audiences to be "better
informed", "more reliable", or otherwise epistemically superior to o th

ers. 

I concede from the outset that a full defense of CT theory would re
quire more that an explication of CT's usefulness. Such an account would 
also require an account o f CT's nature. We would have to show, in o the r 
words, not only that CT is necessary, but that CT is possible, or intelligi
ble. Here I am conceroed only to do the first. Though bothered by this 
deficiency, 1 am comforted somewhat by the following rationalization: 
The need we have to render CT substantive is inversely proportional to 
the need we have to invoke CT in the fust place. Like any theoretical 
concept, the more invaluable we can show CT to be, the less we need t o 

explain and excuse it. 

Before o ffering my argument, however, I would like to first spend 
sorne time rationaliziog the counter-Rortian strategy that 1 have chosen 
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to employ. For, it is important, when dealing with an author like Rorty, 
to make it clear that one is ftghting on ground he is obligated to defend. 

11. ''JUSTIFIED BUT NOT TRUE" 

For specificity, let's construe CT even more narrowly, specifically 
aloog the lines of Mariao David's "representationalist, account. Using this 
as a foil, we can cooveoieotly describe Rorty's most recurrent objec
tions. On David's account, "x is a true seotence of language y in context e 
= df. x is a sentence of language y, and there is a state of affairs z such that 
x represeots z in y in e and z obtains."1 For critics of correspondence, 
this is a wonderfully self-incrirninating formulation, highlighting all of the 
problems that Rorty and others have attributed to CT theories as a kind . 
On an ontological level, it highlights the need to characterize and indi
viduare "states of affairs." On an ideological level, it highlights the need to 
informatively describe the natures of the relation of "representation" 
and the property of "obtaining." 

So, what is the best strategy for arguing that the presumption of CT is 
a precondition for a cohereot understanding of our own epistemic prac
tices? Consider Rorty's attempts to reconcile his rejection of CT with bis 
advocacy of "progress." Ooe deflationary value of "truth"- talk he tells us, 
is its "cautionary, sense, its ability to keep us aware that "for aoy audi
ence, ooe can imagine a hetter-informed audieoce and also a more 
imaginative one -- an audience that has thought up hitherto undreamed
of alternatives to the proposed belief."2 On this account, ''truth, has 
nothing to do with ''correspondence." To say that a theory is "justified 
but not true" is only to speak o f justificatioo. It is merely to acknowledge 
that our current standards of justification might change, and that sorne 
superior audience might reuospectively judge the beliefs we currently 
hold to be unjustified. Having said this, however, our concero immedi
ately becomes the following: "In virtue of what is this alternative imag
ined audience superior?" Rorty claims that it might be superior by virtue 
of being ccbetter informed,, "more imaginative" or "more critical".J And 

1 David, Marian (1994): Correspondtnct and Disq11olalion: An Euay on Jht N a 111 rt 
of Tmlh, New York (Oxford: Oxford Uoiversity Press), p. 31. 
2 Rorty, Richard (1998): Tmth and Progrus: Philosopbical Paptrs, uol11me 3 
(Cambridge: Cambridge Uoiversity Press), p. 22 
3 Rorty, Richard (1995): " Response to Hack," in Ror!J and Pragmalism: T ht 
Philosopher Ruponds Jo His Crilics, Hermao J. Saatkamp Jr., ed. (Nashville: Vander
bilt University Press), p. 148. 
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he wants to bestow these honorifics while unequivocally maintaining that 
our cultural conversation is guided, not by " the natures of objects", bu t 
by the conversacional practices of our " fellow humans."4 However, is this 
account fully intelligible? In particular, can we make sense of the idea 
that one audience can be " better informed" than another without in
voking sorne or other regulative inquiry-governing ideal along the lines 
of CT? 

Let's begin pursuing this question by considering an author w h o 
thinks we can do no such thing, and then examine Rorty's first round o f 
response. W. H. Newton-Smith notes the following. If Rorty claims that 
"something which it is reasonable to believe now is false just in case 
someone may come up with a better idea" later, then he needs to tell us 
"who is this someone, and in virtue of what would his or her idea be be t
ter?"5 Although Newton-Smith raises two questions here, his focus stays 
on the fust. This "someone," he notes, must be a hypothetical, ra ther 
than an actual, person or community. Otherwise, the truth of our pres
ent beliefs could result from a mere lack of future inquirers, the result, 
perhaps, of nuclear holocaust or forever-vigilant thought-police. Moreo
ver, this creature would require ''unlimited access to the evidence," 
thereby enjoying the use of "enhanced perceptual faculties" as it 
"continues its inquiries indefinitely."6 It would be useful to ask, Newto n
Smith suggests, "whether we would recognize one of these creatures if it 
were to come among us," given that it would seem to have much th e 
kind of "God's eye point of view" that Rorty so consistently disdains.7 

Rorty's response to such remarks is immediate. He alleges that such 
remarks derive from a felt need to provide just the sort of definition or, 
at least, criterion, of truth he recurren ti y eschews. The notion that o n e 
community of inquirers might be "better informed" than another, he 
insists, need not issue from a critica! position of detachment from any 
particular community, allowing one to inspect these communities "from 
a more universal standpoint." In particular, Rorty insists, the no tion of a 
" better informed" investigative community here need not derive its con-

4 3. Rorty, Richard (1982): Conuquences of Progmoli1m (Minneap olis: University of 
Minnesota Press), pp. 165-166. 
5 W. 11. Newron-Smith (1989): " Rationality, Truth and the new Fuzzies" in Di1monlling 
Truth: Reality in the Porl-modern ~~orld, Hilary Lawson :1nd Lisa Appignanesi, ed . 
(Ncw York: St. Martin's P rcss), p. 26. 

6 1 bid., p. 27. 
7 lbid., pp. 27-28. 
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tent from any kind of limiting ideal. Given tbat Rorty's cbief ambition is 
to substitute tbe idea of "unforced agreement' for tbat of "objectivity," 
be is obliged to escbew all "limit'' notions for tbeir efforts to direct us 
"towards a place wbicb has been prepared for bumanity in advance."8 

This is tbe beart of Rorty's invitation to cbange tbe subject ratber tban 
talk about trutb. 

But, will this response do? Can tbe notion of one community's being 
"better informed" tban anotber be expatiated witbout reference to a 
"universal" standpoint. Or, more modestly, can we " non-universally" 
flesb out this notion of being better informed in a way tbat preserves 
tbe value we want to ascribe to it? Let's build up. Starting witb minimalist 
intuitions, let's ask wbat we can take tbe notion of a community's being 
''better informed" to consist in if we foreswear analysis in terms of tbe 
community's beliefs better approximating sorne or otber substantive 
relation of trutb. Cl can bardly be more informed tban C2 simply by vir
tue of baving more beliefs. Tbe character of its beliefs must be allowed 
to count. The difference at issue here must be significantly qualitative, 
not merely quantitarive. Moreover, if it is to serve Rorty's ultimate prag
matist ends, this difference must be both discernible and reliably related 
to the presence of features whose value we can plausibly defend. 

Not that quantitative difference isn't part of tbe story. Coherence, of 
course, is a recurrent court of appeal for Rorty, since it is, on his ac
count, what we must largely pursue in our endeavors to "see how things, 
in tbe largest sense of tbe term, bang together, in the largest sense of the 
ter m . "9 And coherence, as Rorty invokes it, has botb qualitative and 
quantitative dimensions. All tbings being equal, community C1 is better 
informed tban community C2 if C1 has a larger store of coherent beliefs 
than does C2. Newtonian scientific culture was better informed tban its 
GaWean/Keplerian forerunner largely because it hooked together sys
tems of belief tbat the latter treated as disparate. This quantitative and 
qualitative dimension account of coherence tbus satisfies the first crite
rion noted at tbe end of the last paragraph: It makes the difference at 
issue discernible. But, does it satisfy the second criterion? Does it show 
this difference to be reliably related to the presence of features whose 
value we can plausibly defend? 

8 Rorty, Richard (1991): "Scieoce or Solidarity," in Objulivity, Relativism, a n d 
Tr11th: Philosophical popers, Vol11me 3 (Cambridge, Cambridge Uoiversity Press) . p . 
30. 
9 Rorty, Richard (1982): Conuqutnm of Progmolism, p. 226. 
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In this regard, Rorty is disinclined to treat coherence as of value in it
self Of more ultima te value for Rorty are other, more clearly pragma tic 
criteria such as predictive/ technological efficacy and the exiguity of so
cial conflict that "solidarity'' promotes. The former, for Rorty, is a neces
sary feature of scien tific progress. Once we recognize the declaratio n 
that science predicts by way of accurate representation for what it is, aan 
incantation rather than an explanation" (since our tests for the explanans 
and the explanandum are effectively identical), we are left to simply de
fine scientific progress as an increased ability to make predictions. "We 
only cal! something a science," Rorty writes, "Insofar as it enables us to 
predict what will happen, and therefore to influence what will 
happen."10 "Solidarity," on Rorty's account, is the cosmopolitanism a cul
ture acquires as it expands its sense of moral community by emphasizing 
the similarities and de-emphasizing the differences between groups of 
people. As such, it is as much a necessary feature of moral progress as 
predictive/technological efficacy is of scientific progress. "It see m s 
enough," Rorty writes, " to define moral progress as becoming like our
selves at our best (people who are not racist, aggressive, intolerant, 
etc.)lt Thus, to claim value for coherence, on Rorty's account, we must 
pay ultimate deference to other, more transparently utilitarian values that 
beliefs can possess. But, here the co nnection is easy to make, since co
herence is largely the very stuff from which "usefulness" is fashioned. 
Coherence helps create "usefulness" by enhancing the explanatory 
scope, and consequent predictive and technological power, of scientific 
theories. Hence, evolutionary biology is a good research program for its 
ability to wire up explanatory relevancies between fields as seemingly 
disparate from each other as virology and embryology are from geology. 

For Rorty, this outlook has moral dimensions as well, since coher
ence promotes "sol.idarity" by requiring us to weave together the beliefs 
of as many folks as possible in the course of seeking, in lieu of objectiv
ity, "intersubjective," unforced agreement among larger and larger 
groups of interlocutors. t2 David son casts a long shadow here. To achieve 
solidarity, or substantive agreement with others, is to make others m o re 
intelligible to oneself, thus enabling oneself to better appreciate the full 
range of both cognitive and moral community. In summary then, coher-

10 Rorty, Richard (1998): Introduction lo Truth and Progress, p. S. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Rorry, Richard (1998): " l s Truth a Goal of Tnquiry? Donald Davidson verses 
Crispin Wright," in Trulh and Progreu, p. 41. 
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ence, for Rorty, is to be recommended for its service to Baconian scien
tific and Deweyan political agendas, where this service is symptomatic o f 
tbe fact/value collapse that Rorty recurrently presents as deftnitive of 
pragmatism itself.13 Thus, in addition to being clearly discernible, coher
ence is plausibly defensible, on Rorty's account, to the extent that tech
nology and solidarity are useful to human beings. Cl may be better in
formed than C2 by virtue of having a more coherent and comprehen
sive set of beliefs, but only if coherence manages to serve the ends of 
predictive usefulness and social solidarity, which are Rorty's final courts 
of appeal. 

So what about these two other more ultimate features, those of pre
dictive / technological efficacy and social solidarity? Does Rorty have in 
tbese two features plausible alternatives to CT with which to make se nse 
of the idea that Cl might be better informed than C2? Note from the 
outset tbat Rorty is more than likely to regard my phrasing of this ques
tion as completely wrong-headed. Referring to the criterial features sug
gested above, he is likely to regard attempts to explain superior in
formedness in terms of CT as having been a non-starter from the outset. 
CT isn't discernible, he would tell us, because we can only claim to iden
tify true theories through their usefulness and concomitant coherence. 
Moreover, Cf isn't reliably related to the presence of features whose 
value we can plausibly defend because it is only to the extent that theo
ries are useful that they are o f any possible defensible value. 

In fact, we can say more about the connection between these two 
constraints: It is largely because CT lacks this first feature of discernibil
ity that it lacks the second feature of intelligible relation to defeosible 
values. Rorty describes this connection in severa! places, and he de
scribes it in a way that renders it particularly germaoe to his perenoial 
eschewal of limit concepts. Rorty denies that truth is of value as a limit 
concept. For, to construe it as such is to detach it so radically from our 
standards of justification that we are left with no way of ever knowing 
how close we have come to achieving it. Thus, for Rorty, the absolute
ness of "truth" renders it unserviceable as such a goal. "A goal is some
thing you can know that you are getting closer to, or farther away from. 
But there is no way to know our distance from truth, nor even whether 

D Rorty, Richard (1996): "Pragmatism, Relativism and I rrationalism" in Empirical 
Knowltdgt: ReadingJ in Conltmporary EpiJttmology, sccond edition. Pau l K. 
Moser, ed. (Boston: Rowman and Littleficld), pp. 222-223. 
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we are el o ser to it than our ancestors were. " 14 To understand Cf as a 
limiting goal of inquiry is to see it as something we could only recognize 
if we detached ourselves from any and all particular parochial investiga
tive perspectives. But, this is impossible. "The only criterion we have for 
applying the word "true' is justification/' Rorty writes, "and justification 
is always relative to an audience." Consequently, on Rorty's account, t o 
ask if our justificatory practices lead to truth is both unanswerable and 
unpragmatic. "I t is unanswerable beca use there is no way to privilege our 
current purposes and interests. It is unpragmatic because the answer t o 
it would make no difference whatever to our prac tice."15 U nde tectable 
relations cannot help us in our investigative procedures because, being 
undetectable, they can do nothing to guide our inquiries. 

111. A STRATEGY 

The simple observations in section II narrow clown our inquiry con
siderably. For, by tracing the connections described above, we can now 
tell the following story. In lieu of CT, Rorty recommends coherence as a 
constraint on inquiry, but only to the extent that coherence serves the 
more basic pragmatic values of predictive efficacy and social solidarity. 
Part of what makes these criteria acceptable is that they meet the two 
above-discussed constraints: They are both discernible and reliably re
lated (via simple identity) to the presence of features whose value we can 
plausibly defend. In the case of CT, moreover, we've been able to trace 
out a more precise connection: CT fails to be pragmatic largely because 
it fails to be discernible. Now, this delivers up sorne useful morals re
garding the allowable forms that any defense of the necessity of CT mus t 
take if it is to be effective on Rorty's own terms. In particular, we can 
now see that such a defense would have to be of one of two varieties. 
One of these is the following. We might argue that Cf is, in fact, dis
cernible. But, this would seem to be hopeless, at least on the sort o f 
confrontational model of truth-disceroment that Rorty o ffers, only to 
criticize, on which such confrontation would necessarily require a 
"god's-eye view" or "cosmic skyhook" able to lift us out of any and eve ry 
particular observational and descriptive perspective that we might oc 

cupy. 

14 Rorty, Richard (1998): Introduclion to Truth and Progrw, pp. 3-4. 
15 lbid., p. 4. 
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Thus, it is important that there is a second forro that our criticism 
might take. We might argue that CT is implicitly essential to any adequate 
understanding of how coherence, and its s\ibsequent promotion of pre
dictive utility and social solidarity, could ever constitute values for human 
beings. Note that this Jlrategy iJ Jignificant!J difieren/ f rom a re 1 ate d 

Jfrategy that Rorry addreuu in appraúing the claim that "ui en ce 
can predict in1ojar aJ it getJ realiry right" a 1 "an incantation ra t he r 

than an explana/ion. " 16 I am not concerned lo argue here that the in

ductive power of lheoriu ii on!J explicable on the auumption of e o r
rupondence. Rather I am con cerned lo argue that the pragmatic va /u e 

of pragmatic values ii on!J explicable on the auumption of e o rre-

1ponde nce. 

Now, this strategy looks potentially promising. In fact, it looks as 
though it m ay be the only type of criticism we could ever offer o f 
Rorty's account that Rorty would be obliged to engage. As we have seen , 
there is a reason that Rorty is consistently unresponsive to his critics' 
calls for cr. The pursuit of CT, as such, does no t lead us, on Rorty's ac
count, to the ends of social solidarity and technological mastery that h e 
feels are ultimately alone worth pursuing. Thus, to show that cr is neces
sary to an understanding of our own epis temic practices, we would have 
to show that cr implicitly stands in the background of any coherent 
story we might ever tell about what makes pragmatic features desirable. 
Rorty's story about value must be shown to rely on discernible presup
positions about how the world really is. The value of cr must enter at 
the outset for Rorty or no t at all. Otherwise, he will always be able to 
consistently avoid even discussing truth for his alternative strategy o f 
changing the subject. We must show that realism lies at the very founda
tion of Rorty's motivation for such avoidance. 

IV. WHAT MAKES PRAGMATIC FEATURES PRAGMATIC? 

T he sort of criticism I have in rnind here has been anticipated b e
fore, and more than once, in the literature. But, it has been typically an
ticipated in the service of other ends. Lawrence Calhoone, for in stance, 
has this criticism in mind when he asks what Rorty could mean in in
voking success or utility as motivating reasons for belief, in light of bi s 

16 rbid., p. s . 
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own eschewal of transcendent and ahistorical s tances.17 What, Calhoone 

asks, could constitute success or utility of beliefs for Rorty? "Success" 

implies that beliefs serve aims. But, Calhoone asks, what are these aims? 
It is not enough that Ro rty simply identify these aims as those of har
m o ny (promoted by social solidarity) and technological power 

(promoted by predictive success). For, if Rorty were to say this, w e 

would then have to ask, "What are the criteria for success with respect to 
these aims?" A nd, in response to this questio n, it would, once again, no t 

be enough to enumerate the criterial features we invo ked earlier, n amely 

those of discernibility and reliable relation to defensible values? For, 

even if we took "discernibility" to be unpro blematic in this regard, we 

would still have to ask, "What is it that makes social solida.rity and predic
tive power desirable features of belief?" 

For the purposes of this paper, let's restrict our inquiry. Let's co n 

cede, for purposes of argument, that social solidarity is of self-eviden t 
usefulness for the halcyon harmony it pro motes. Let's focus only o n 
predictive efficacy. Calhoone's observation above, then, results for us i n 

the following demand: Rorty must provide us with an account of the fea

tures o f things that make predictive efficacy desirable. For, without such 

a story, "the curtain o f silence [threatens to advance through [Rorty's] ar
gument, [prohibiting] questions about whatever term functions as the 

norm of belief acceptance. " 18 I think that Calhoo ne's insisten ce here is 

both po inted and correct. Thus, the question that will preoccupy us for 

the rest of this paper is the following: "Why is predictive efficacy u se

fu!?" 

Now, this question might, at first glance, seem completely unmoti
vated. That is, we might be inclined to think that the pragmatic value of 

predictive success is self-explanatory if anything is. But let's ask to wha t 

extent this is the case. Let's imagine how things might be otherwise, 
starting with the very general and advancing to the more specific. Cer

tainly we must make sorne assumptions in the course of p re supposin g 

that predictive success, and the technological resourcefulness it affords, 
is of value to human beings, assumptions about both the nature of th e 
wodd and human nature besides. Most broadly, we must assume that w e 
are not the likes o f angelic beings, enjoying effective autonomy from na-

17 Calhoone, Lawrence E. (1995), The E nds of Philosophy (Albany: New State 
University of New York Press). 
18 lbid., p. 310. 
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ture. We must suppose, on the contrary, that we suffer injuries and 
benefits, the subsequent maximization and minimization of which allows 
us to define for ourselves a non-arbitrary set of uinterests." For another 
thing, we must assume that we are related to the world (or to at leas t 
sorne significant region of the world) in a way that allows conditioned 
expectation to provide us with an effective strategy for fruitful interac
tion with it Future experiences of seemingly "causal" co -occurrences 
muss in effect, reasonably resemble past such experiences. For, only if 
such inductive regularities were in place could preclictive success ever 
materialize as a value. 

But, so what? As realistic assumptions go, these are certainly minimal. 
Are they enough to make us substantively responsible to the 
"something non-human" toward which Rorty expresses so much aver
s ion?t9 One might argue tbat these constraints constrain virtually noth
ing. Couldn't we be methodological solipsists, for instance, assuming 
nothing about causal "regularities" anywhere outside our experience? It is 
important for our purposes that this isn't an option for Rorty. Two rea
sons for this are self-evident: Rorty's concern for social coherence is 
seemiogly uoacceptable to the solipsist, as is his abiding disdain for prí
vate epistemic intermecliaries.2o 

A third reason that we should take these realistic assumptioos to b e 
enough to make us substantively responsible to sorne "way the wodd is" 
requires a little fioessing. Given Rorty's history of disagreeing, not with 
the content of Davidson's views, but with their relevance to pragmatism, 
I take him to follow Davidson wherever I can. I think this is sound pro 
cedure not only in the case of Davidsonian doctrines that Rorty explicitly 
endorses, but also in the case of Davidsonian doctrines that spell out the 
content of more general positions and conclusions that Rorty explicitly 
endorses. Consider, in this spirit, Rorty's statement of preference fo r 
Davidson's over Williams' strategies for dealing with the challenge of ex
terna} world skepticism. Rorty demurs from Williams' interpretation of 
Davidson as attempting to refute the skeptic head oo. Rather, Rorty sug
gests, Davidsoo seeks to "uodermine the skeptic's idea that we can koow 

t 9 Philosophy lnternational (1997): " Rorty Discussion." in In Convt nolion: Donold 
Dovidton (video series), Centre fo r the Philosopby o f the Natural and Social 
Scicnces, The Londoo School of Economics and Political Scicnce (Houghton Strect, 
London WC2A 2A E E ngland). 
20 Ro rty, Richard (1979): Philotophy ond tht Mirror of Not11rt (Prioccto n: Princeto n 
Univcrsity Press), pp. 224-225. 
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what our beliefs are without already having a lot of true beliefs about the 
causal relations between those beliefs and the wor.ld." Davidson argues 

this, Rorty tells us, on the basis of the crucial insight that "causality plays 
an indispensable part in determining the content of what we say and be
lieve.21 

This antiskeptical strategy with which Rorty expresses so much sym
pathy is a direct development of Davidson's efforts to construct an em
pirical theory of meaning, belief and behavior. Thus, it is relevant to u s 
for two reasons. (A) Davidson's theory, as he develops it, ends up being 
part and parcel of precisely the sort of account that I have argued is re
quired to rationalize the usefulness of such pragmatic values as predictive 
efficacy; (B) Davidson's theory is illustrative in that it carries in its wake 
so many presuppositions about how the world really is, especially given 
Davidson's predilection for semantic analysis in terms of distal, ra ther 
than proximal, stimuli. 

The source of these presuppositions líes in Davidson's account of the 
basis of all thought and language. This is an account that presumes a pic
ture of triangulating human agents comprising interactive communities 
in the midst of a single shared, prosaic environmental setting. Such an 
account falls direcdy out of Davidson's efforts to turn the traditional Car
tesian picture of inference from inner to outer domains on its head. On 
Davidson's telling, the "objects or events" picked out by a speaker' s 
one-word sentences (e.g., "Table,'' meaning ''Lo, a table") originally be 
come determínate only through acts of "triangulation." These are the es

sentially public and cooperative performances that are required for the 
references of one's utterances to beco me clear, even to oneself. As 
Davidson envisions such performances, two or more people react dif
fereotially to sensory stimuli pouring in from a specific direction. David
son asks us to imagine lines projecting outward, their intersection con
verging on the common cause. If the people now note each other's 
(lar gel y verbal) reactions, David son notes, ea eh can correlate these o b 
served reactions with his or her stimuli from the world."22 Without suc h 
triangulation, the story goes, a speaker must remain forever uncertain as 
to whether his table thoughts are about ta'bles or sorne other sensory 
stimuli "at the sensory surfaces or somewhere further out, or further 

21 Rorty, Richard (1998): "Antiskeptical Weapons: Michael Williams vs. Don a Id 
Davidson," in Truth and Progreu, p. 159 
22 Ibid., p. 159 
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in.23 cwe collaborate in locatiog the items to which we resp o nd, in es

sence, by po oling our interests and similarity spacings, and then con

verging on those we ha ve in commo n to identify a common point o f 

refereoce.24 Of course, this isn,t merely a poiot about knowledge. It is a 

poiot about meaoiog, belief aod thought al so. ccu otil a base line has be en 

established by communication with someone d se, there is no point in 
saying that a person , s ... words have a determínate content." And in the 

absence of an answer to thr question of where the source o f our stimuli 

is, there is no answer to the question o f what o ur b eliefs are about," aod 

thus no sense to our talk about belief-or thought in general.25 The o bject 

or eveot at issue is ooly ideotified as an item in the externa! world when 

its identity is agreed upon in the course of communicative exchange. 

And it is only when this agreement o ccurs that one's relevant sentential 

utterances and associated thoughts and beliefs come to have sp ecific 

proposicio nal content. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Again, this account is relevant to us fo r the reasons cited at the be 

ginning of the previous paragraph . (A) Davidson's theory, as he devel

ops it, ends up being part and paree! of precisely the sort o f account 

that 1 have argued is required to rationalize the pragmatic value of prag

matic values, such as predictive efficacy. For, the function of this accoun t 

is, at least in part, to explain the value that inductive constancy and an in

variant causal order have for creatures like us. These features of nature 

help make language p ossible by allowing communities of speakers t o 

externalize objects of re ference through processes of triangulation. (B) 
Davidson,s theory is one on which a sizable portia n of our ordinary and 

refined scientific s tory about human beings, the objective realm, and the 

relatioos there between, is oecessarily in place from the very b eginning 
o f our talk about talk. The story in place regards the ccworld at large," the 

prosaic domaio of common sense, and is presupposed in the wake of 

23 /bid. 
24 Roska-Hardy (1994): " loternalism, Externalism and Davidsoo' s Conception of the 
Mental," in Lang11age, Mind and Epi11tmolo.!J, Preyer Gerba.cd et al, ed s. 
(Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers), p . 276. 
25 Davidson, Dooald (1991): "Three Varieties o f Knowledge" in A . J. Ayer Memorial 
Euoy¡, A. Pbillips G riffiths, cd. (New York: Cambridge Uoiversity Press), p. 153-156. 
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Davidson's admonition that we must adhere to " the basic intuition that in 
simple cases, words and thoughts refer to what causes them.26 

It seems to me that this has immediate consequence for my pur

poses in this paper, especially on the assumption, for which I have ar

gued, that Rorty is sym pathetic to the sort o f s tory that Davidson tells. 

Rorty, it would seem, assumes a great many things about human b e ings , 

the wo rld at large, and the relatio ns there between in the very course o f 
understanding the worth that pragmatic values such as predictive effi

cacy have for creatures like us. O n this account, the pragmatic valuatio n 

o f the Iikes of predictive success presupposes a view o f human beings as 

dependent components of a causal order which is occupied by the fa

miliar public objects of prosaic discourse, in which agents coop eratively 

and self-consciously interact to make thought and language possible. I 
take this account to provide at least the outlines of an answer to our 
question. There would seem, indeed, to be quite a lot that we must as

sum e if we are going to be able to tell a substantive story about the value 

that predictive efficacy has for creatures like us. A domain of prosaic 

objects, standing within a well-defined causal order, must be pre sup

posed, o n Rorty's account, if we are to acco unt for the pragmatic value 

of pragmatic values. This domain, standing in this patterned s tructure, 

defines a non-human way the world is to which our commonplace and 

scientific theories must be accountable. 

U niversity of Nevada 

26 Davidson, D onald (1995): "The Problem of Objectivity" in Tijdschnft voor 
philosophiC, vol. 57, no. 2 (Leuven, Belgium: Dricmaandclijks), p. 209. 
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